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Science 400
Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
1 PLANTS

Plant Life Compare living and non-living things. Understand that plants 
are living things that grow

Plants Used As Food and Shelter Describe how plants are used for food. List examples of foods 
that come from plants. Describe how plants are used for 
shelter

Project S401A-Things Made of Wood List objects made of wood

Report S401B-Read and Write Write about fruit grown in another country
Plants Used For Enjoyment and 
Symbols

Understand that plants can be enjoyed. Understand that plants 
are used as state symbols

Report S401C-Flowers as State 
Symbols

List state flowers

Report S401D-Flower Paragraph Write about a state flower
Parts of Plants Identify the main parts of a plant. Describe the jobs of roots, 

stems, leaves, and flowers
How Plant Parts Function Describe how roots/root hairs, and plant stems function.
Experiment S401E-Celery Understand that tubes in plant stems carry water to leaves
How Plant Parts Function (Part 2) Identify two important functions of leaves. Describe 

photosynthesis and identify the materials needed to complete 
the process. Understand that when leaves decay they return 
nutrients to the soil

How Plant Parts Function (Part 3) Explain why flowers are important. Identify parts of a flower

2 ANIMALS
How Animals are Structured Explain the difference between vertebrates and invertebrates. 

Describe characteristics of fish, reptiles, birds, and mammals. 
Describe characteristics of elephants

Whales Identify the largest mammal and largest land mammal
Describe characteristics of whales

Report S402A-Types of Whales Compare three types of whales
Birds Describe the structure of a bird wing. Describe the migration of 

terns and swans
Reptiles and Fish Describe characteristics of reptiles and fish.
Report S402B-Writing about Fish Write about fish
Project S402C-Observing Fish Observe the behavior of fish
How Animals Eat and Digest Food Explain how teeth shape and diet are related. Describe 

digestion in an animal
How Animals Breathe Compare the breathing processes of fish, mammals, reptiles, 

birds, amphibians, and insects
How Animals Act: Mammals Describe how dogs and cats act when kept as pets
How Animals Act: Salmon Describe the life cycle of a salmon
How Animals Act: Birds Describe how ostriches and weaver birds act. Describe how 

birds defend their territory
How Animals Act: Insects Describe the behavior of bees and crickets. Calculate 

temperature using cricket chirps
Report S402D-Honeybee Habits Write about honeybees
Animal Instinct Define instinct. Describe how bats use sonar. Describe the 

instinctual behavior of sea turtles
Man Protects Animals Identify ways man protects animals
Project S402E-Animal Scrapbook Organize animal pictures by special characteristics
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3 MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT

Ecology Define ecology and environment. Explain why ecology is 
called the "web of life"

Project S403A-Your Environment Draw and describe your environment
Resources List four important environmental resources

Describe the importance of water, air, light, and soil
Food Chains Compare food chains and food webs

Trace the flow of energy through a food chain/web
Ecosystem Populations Describe the roles of producers, consumers, and 

decomposers
Give examples of producers, consumers, and decomposers
Explain why plants are the most important population

Project S403B-Populations List the plant and animal populations in your environment
Balance of Nature Explain the importance of balance in an ecosystem

Understand that producers must be the largest population for 
an ecosystem to survive

Project S403C-Make a Pyramid Organize plants and animals in a population pyramid
Report S403D-Rabbits in Australia Explain how the balance of nature was upset for rabbits in 

Australia
Water Communities Describe the roles of organisms in a salt water and river 

communities
Experiment S403E-Still Water Life Study plant and animal life in a still water communivty
Land Communities Identify and describe organisms in a field, desert, and forest 

communities
Project S403F-Human Communities Write about the needs and structure of your community
Report S403G-Read and Write Write a story about the life of a bee
Project S403H-Terrarium or Diorama Create and observe a desert terrarium
Report S403I-Forest Community Write about plant and animal life in a forest community
Misuse of the Environment Describe different types of erosion and pollution

Describe ways to conserve resources and protect the esc ays co e esou a d otect t e
environment
Explain why many animals are endangered or extinct

Project S403J-Ask an Expert Interview an agricultural agent
Write what you learned about soil

Report S403K-Endangered Species Write about an endangered animal

Resource Conservation Describe ways to replace natural resources
Describe ways to conserve existing resource
Explain how the sun can be used as a resource

Report S403L-How to Save Energy Write about renewable energy
List ways to save energy

Environmental Preservation Describe how national parks preserve natural resources
Report S403M-Special Treasures Write about a national park
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4 MACHINES

Machines Are Needed: Work Understand that man has used machines to do work 
throughout history
Explain how gravity and friction affect machines

Report S404A-Galileo Read and answer questions about Galileo Galilie
Experiment S404B-Gravity Examine how air friction affects gravity
Machines Are Needed: Energy Describe energy

Compare potential and kinetic energy
Explain the relationship between energy and force and work

Simple Machines: Lever Describe how a lever works
Give examples of common levers

Experiment S404C-Hammer and Nail Compare work with and without use of a simple machine

Experiment S404D-Seesaw Examine how fulcrum location affects amount of work needed 
for a lever

Simple Machines: Inclined Plane Describe how an inclined plane works
Give examples of common inclined planes

Experiment S404E-Inclined Plane Compare work with and without use of a simple machine
Simple Machines: Wedge and Screw Identify wedges and screws as special inclined planes

Describe how wedges and screws work
Give examples of common wedges and screws

Experiment S404F-Screw and Nail Compare the strength of a nail and a screw
Simple Machines: Wheel and Axle Describe how a wheel and axle works

Describe how gears work
Give examples of common wheels and axles and gears

Simple Machines: Pulleys Describe how a pulley works
Compare fixed and block and tackle pulleys
Define mechanical advantage

Experiment S404G-Pulleys Compare the mechanical advantage of two pulley types
Compound Machines Define compound machine

Give examples of common compound machines
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5 ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

Electricity Identify lightning as an electrical charge
Identify the three particles in an atom
Describe what happens when an atom loses or gains electrons

Report S405A-Thomas Edison Write about Thomas Edison
Experiment S405B-Static Electricity Examine the effects of static electricity

Currents and Circuits Describe Volta's electrical cell
Compare conductors and insulators and give examples of 
each
Compare the electrical flow in complete and broken circuits

Project S405C-Conductors Classify items as conductors or nonconductors
Experiment S405D-Wet Cell Create a battery using wire and a lemon
Project S405E-Electric Objects List household items that use electricity
Electrical Use and Safety List uses for electricity in everyday life

Describe the safety benefits of fuses and circuit breakers
Describe electrical safety precautions

Project S405F-Fuses in Use Study and write about car fuses
Magnetism Describe the properties of a magnet

Define and give examples of electromagnets
Explain how a generator makes electricity

Experiment S405G-Use a Magnet Test the attraction between a magent and various objects
Experiment S405H-Make a Magnet Make a magnet from a nail
Experiment S405I-Magnet Poles Identify the poles of a magnet
Experiment S405J-Testing a Magnet Test the north pole of a magnet

Experiment S405K-Generate 
Electricity

Create an electrical current using a magnet

Experiment S405L-Electromagnet Create an electromagnet
Report S405M-Explorers Write about the explorers who discovered the North and South 

poles
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6 WATER AND MATTER

Water Identify the three states of water
Describe what happens to water when it is heated and cooled

Compare the Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature scales
Experiment S406A-Ice Examine the properties of ice
Experiment S406B-Ice Volume Compare the volume of ice and water
Water as a Liquid Identify sources of water in nature

Describe the water cycle
Describe the importance of water in the body

Experiment S406C-Potato Determine the amount of water in a potato
Water as a Gas Describe the water cycle

Understand that when water condenses it changes from a gas 
to a liquid

Experiment S406D-Forming Dew Observe condensation
Water as a Solvent Compare soluble and insoluble substances

Explain the difference between a solution and a suspension

Experiment S406E-Solubility Compare the solubility of different materials
Matter Describe the properties of solids, liquids, and gasses

Compare mass and weight of matter
Describe the properties of common items

Molecules and Atoms Understand that all matter is made of molecules
Understand that molecules are made of atoms

Experiment S406F-Molecules Compare the strength of smell of perfume and amonia
Elements Define element and give common examples

Identify common elements by chemical sign

7 WEATHER
The Atmosphere Understand that plants and animals need air to live

Identify the levels of the atmosphere
Describe the characteristics of the troposphere and 
stratosphere

Experiment S407A-Air and Space Determine if air has volume
Temperature Describe how the sun heats the air

Compare temperatures at high and low elevations
Experiment S407B-Temperature Compare the effect of heat on different materials
Air Pressure Compare air pressure at high and low elevations

Describe how wind is created by warm and cool air
Experiment S407C-Pressure Observe the effect of pressure
Forces of Weather Explain how thunder and lightning can be used to tell the 

distance of a storm
Describe storm safety precautions
Describe the characteristics of different types of storms

Sand and Dust Storms Describe the effects of sand and dust storms
Report S407D-Hurricanes Write about hurricanes
Prediction of Weather Describe how different instruments are used to measure and 

predict weather
Project S407E-Thermometers Compare Fahrenheit and Celsius thermometers
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8 OUR SOLAR SYSTEM AND THE UNIVERSE

A Trip Through Space Order the eight planets in the solar system
Describe characteristics of the eight planets

Our Big Universe Explain how the telescope was invented
Describe how telescopes, spectroscopes, and radio 
telescopes help scientists study space

Report S408A-Astronomy 
Instruments

Write about on the telescope, spectroscope, orradio telescope

Essay S408B-Astronomy Write about the importance of the mind in astronomy
The Sun Describe the importance of the sun
Essay S408C-Ancient People Explain the reason behind ancient beliefs about the sun
Movements Describe the movement of the sun

Describe how gravity affects the motion of the sun and planets

Explain how Newton discovered gravity
Report S408D-Isaac Newton Write about Isaac Newton
Heavenly Bodies Around the Sun Compare revolution and rotation

Describe the characteristics of planets, meteors, comets, and 
asteroids

Our Moon Describe the characteristics of the moon and its orbit
Explain the importance of the Apollo 11 mission

Experiment S408E-Moon Phases Use a model to create phases of the moon
The Stars and Space Compare astrology and astronomy

Describe how stars are used to tell seasons, time, and 
direction

Essay S408F-Astrology Explain why astrology is a false science
The Milky Way and Other Galaxies Identify our galaxy as the Milky Way

Understand that the universe is infinite and contains many 
other galaxies

9 THE PLANET EARTH
The Air (Atmosphere) Identify and describe the layers of the atmosphere
Experiment S409A-Condensation Condense water on a glass
Gases in the Atmosphere Identify the gases in the atmosphere

Understand that oxygen is necessary for life
The Water (Hydrosphere) Explain the importance of water

Describe the distribution and sources of water on earth
Describe the water cycle

Essay S409B-Psalm 147 Interpret the meaning of Psalm 147
Salt Water Describe the characteristics of oceans and seas

Describe the effects of ocean currents
Experiment S409C-Currents Create a convection current in water
The Land (Lithosphere) Identify the layers of the earth

Describe the characteristics of each layer
Describe how the spherical shape of the earth was discovered

Experiment S409D-Shadows Compare the shadows made by a disk and a sphere
Earth's Land Formations Describe characteristics of mountains, plains, and volcanoes

Describe the effects of earth's gravity and magnetism
Earth's Rotation and Revolution Describe the rotation and revolution of the earth
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10 UNDERSTANDING GOD'S WONDERFUL CREATION

Review: The Solar System Understand that God created the universe
Review the characteristics of the sun, moon, planets and stars

Review: The Earth Review the structure and function of plants
Review the structure and behavior of animals
Review how animals are protected by man

Review: Matter Review the properties of matter, molecules, and elements
Review the states of matter

Review: Water Review the states of water
Review the sources and uses of water

Review: Weather Review the states of water
Review the sources and uses of water

Project S410A-Weather Scrapbook Create a scrapbook on different types of weather
Review: Electricity and Magnetism Review the effects of gravity on the earth and in space

Review the parts of an atom
Review electricity and electrical safety precautions
Review magnetism and the use of electromagnets

Project S410B-Thomas Alva Edison List five facts about Thomas Edison

Review: Machines Review the use and structure of simple and compound 
machines

Review: Ecology Review the importance of balance in nature
Review the flow of energy in a food chain/web
Review organisms in forest, desert, river, ocean, and field 
communities

Review: Conservation Review ways to conserve energy and natural resources
Review causes of pollution and erosion

Report S410C-Passenger Pigeon Write about passanger pigeons
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